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ABSTRACT 

With the widespread rapid development of computers and the wireless communication, the 

mobile computing has already become the field of computer communications in high-profile 

link. Mobile clients and Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) are a collection of two or more 

devices or terminals with wireless communications and networking capability that communicate 

with each other without the aid of any centralized administrator also the wireless nodes that can 

dynamically form a network to exchange information without using any existing fixed network 

infrastructure. Mobile clients and MANET can be either heterogeneous or homogeneous 

depending on the types of mobile nodes being involved. In this paper we proposed an overview 

of wireless  communication technology for mobile node and mobile ad hoc network, wireless 

transmission and the end Mobile communication through homogeneous and heterogeneous 

networks. Keywords: Ad hoc, WiFi, WiMAX, 3G, MN, Vertical Handover, Horizontal Handoff  

Introduction 

The wireless mobile networks have traditionally been based on the cellular concept and relied on good 

infrastructure support, in which mobile devices communicate with access points like base stations connected to 

the fixed network infrastructure. To access the services seamlessly is required to have supportive network and 

infrastructure whereby the service can be accessed within local area network such as building premises as well 

as in wider area such as outdoor environments. Typical examples of this kind of wireless networks are 

classified it into three types according to the coverage area, wireless local area network can provide high-speed 
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Internet access at limited places (i.e., Wi-Fi/ IEEE 802.11) 

 

 

 whereas cellular networks can offer universal network access but with limited access rate, wireless 

metropolitan area networks (i.e., WiMAX/ IEEE 802.16), and wireless wide area network such as 3rd 

Generation [8].         The development of communication technology has the cable toward wireless broadband 
service, but wireless communications technology development in recent years, is more rapid to develop a 

variety of protocols used in different environment, so that the people can use these technology at anytime and 

anywhere. In Figure 1, we classified the communication technology and ad hoc network according of the 

coverage area, into several classes such as Bluetooth (WPAN, IEEE 802.15), Wi-Fi (WLAN, IEEE 802.11), 

WiMAX (WMAN, IEEE 802.16), 3rd Generation (WWAN), is not expected to govern at anytime and at 

anyplace can make many appropriate services, integration of various networks advantages in order to achieve 

more service quality and performance to make the people interesting to pursue the technology. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Classification of wireless ad hoc networks 

 

2. WIRELESS TRANSMISSION 

 

Wireless network is using a wireless LAN connection, using radio waves as the medium 

of  transmission distance of about tens of meters to wireless access points allow users to join 

network; the first  rototype of WLAN is published in 1997, followed by 802.11a and 802.11b 

which is published in 1999. 802.1b ireless network is commonly used because it can provide 

speed up to 11Mbps transfer rate meanwhile 802.11a nd 802.11g is up to 54Mbps[1].   The 

Access Point (AP) not expensive and it is easy to build it, and there are any users use WiFi 

wireless network. Typically WiFi wireless used in the companies and business firms,  chools, 

units and every individual has to use the Wifi to access internet. Hence this makes the Wifi 

wireless network so famous.   

 

         However, the wireless transmission of WiFi slandered only provide a small range, hence in 

order to solve the problem and to provide to the last mile wireless lines, 802.16 WiMAX 

(Worldwide Interoperability for  microwave Access) is proposed as an alternative to WiFi. This 

is because WiMAX can provide more than 70Mbps of transfer rate, and up to 70 miles of 

transmission range, in the Subsection 2.1 will explain briefly. 

 

         Because of the transmission range of WiMAX can be a large communication networks, 

WiMAX was proposed to replace the original 2G communication network, Compete with 3G. 
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WiMAX cannot be mapped due to a faster mobile client, in terms of supporting communication 

networks have also proposed 802.16e [2] [16] standard. In this standard, although the low 

transmission rate and range, but it strengthened rapidly mobile client support, and still provides 

30Mbps transfer rate. Also, due to  low transmission rate, and insufficient to support audio and 

video data transmission has made the wireless phone 3G, UMTS and CDMA2000 to as the 

representative to provide more high-speed transfer rate of communication technology, the 

transmission rate of about hundreds of kbps or more, and it to replace the 2G communication 

network. 

 

2.1. Local Wireless Network (WiFi) 

 

Wireless Fidelity, they referred to as WiFi is used to signify the line 802.11, 802.11a (with  

maximumbandwidth 54 Mb), 802.11b (with maximum bandwidth 11 Mb) and 802.11g (with 

maximum  and width 54 Mb) standards for these wireless communication equipment to produce 

the WMAN as we summarized it in Table 1. This term is by the WiFi alliance (an organization 

similar to WiMAX forum) they suggested that the organization is to  allow the different 

companies to produce under the IEEE 802.11 standard Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) 

communications equipment to have interoperability. The IEEE 802.11a, b, g and hotspot are 

designed for WLAN, and 802.16 is designed for WMAN [1][2][5] [14]. 

 

 
2.3. 3rd Generation 
 

The First Generation (1G) began in the early 80's with commercial deployment of Advanced 

Mobile Phone Service (AMPS) cellular networks. The Second Generation (2G) emerged in the 

90's when mobile operators deployed two competing digital voice standards. In north America, 

some  perators adopted IS-95, and across the world, many operators adopted the Global System 

for Mobile communication (GSM) standard. The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) 

defined he third generation (3G) of mobile telephony standards IMT-2000 third generation 

mobile standard  nables mobile users to harness the full power of the Internet through efficient 

high-speed radio  transmission, optimized for multimedia communications. For example, GSM 

could deliver not only voice, but also circuit-switched data at speeds up to 14.4 Kbps. But to 

support mobile multimedia applications, 3G had to deliver packet-switched data with better 

spectral efficiency, at far greater speeds. The range and capabilities of data services that can be 

supported by digital mobile systems, service providers will have to upgrade their networks to one 

of the 3G technologies. These can support data rates up to 2 Megabits / second (indoors 

environments) and up to 384 kilobits / second (outdoors environments). 3
rd

 s Generation (3G) [1] 

[18] is “a technology for mobile service providers. 
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        The Mobile services are provided by service providers that own and operate their own 

wireless networks and sell mobile services to end-users”. In the Figure 2 (a) depicts the evolution 

towards 3G according to the year from 1980 to 2010 (b) shown the migration from the first 

generation to 3G and 4G. So far, the work is still continues to develop successor to the 3G and 

2G families of standards, n the near future the 4G will be fully built. [10][21]. 

 

        3rd generation (3G) is a technology for mobile service providers. The Mobile services are 

provided by service providers that own and operate their own wireless networks and sell 

mobileservices to end-users. 3G mobile standard enables mobile users to harness the full power 

of he Internet through efficient high-speed radio transmission, optimized for multimedia 

applications and support higher bandwidth digital communication. The range and capabilities of 

data services that can be supported by digital mobile systems, service providers will have to 

upgrade their networks to one of the 3G technologies. These can support data rates up to 2 

Megabits / second (indoors environments) and up to 384 kilobits / second (outdoors 

environments)[13]. 

 

        The 2nd generation was a total replacement of the 1st generation networks and mobile 

nodes and the 3ed generation was a total replacement of 2ed generation networks and mobile 

nodes. in  his case, the 4G cannot be an incremental evolution of current 3G technologies, but 

rather the total change of the current 3G networks and mobile nodes. The international 

telecommunications regulatory and standardization bodies are working for commercial 

deployment of 4G networks roughly in the 2011 to 2015 time scale. However, there are certain 

objectives that are projected for 4G. These objectives include, that 4G will be a fully IP-based 

integrated system. 4G will be capable of providing between 100 Mbit/s and 1 Gbit/s speeds both 

indoors and outdoors, with premium quality, high security, and help the mobile devices move 

freely when connect the internet at any place and anytime[11] [12]. 

 

 

Figure 2: (a) Evolution towards 3G and 4G (b) migration to 3G and 4G. 
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Figure 2: (a) Evolution towards 3G and 4G (b) migration to 3G and 4G. – continued 

 

3. Comparison between Wireless Communication Technologies 
3.1. Comparison WiMAX Versus WiFi 

In comparison with the WiFi, WiMAX improve the transmission speed and range, when construction the 

structure of the regional wireless network does not need a large amount of Access Point which can provide 

network connection to the entire region, but the wireless WiMAX frequency of the user can require to use a 

license, but in WiFi technology no such problem. Table 3 shows the comparison between WiMAX (IEEE 

802.16) and WiFi (802.11b, a, g and n). 

 

 

3.2. Comparison WiMax Versus 3G 

The comparison between WiMAX and 3G speed is not about the fastest transmission, it about support the 

mobility. And this is this is weaker point which WiMAX is lower than the 3G. Table 4 shows the comparison 

between WiMAX (802.16e) and 3G (CDMA-2000, WCDMA). 
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4. Mobile Communication through Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Networks 

 
With the rapid development of technology, the network connection has been developed from a wired to 

wireless network connection, the most common wireless network access technology used by the nited States of 

Electrical and Electronic Engineers (The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE) [6], 

Formulated by the series of IEEE 802.11 standards, that is called Wi-Fi network. However, the WiFi network 

nature of transfer encoding, making Wi-Fi network, the maximum transmission distance is only between one 

or two hundred meters, so when the mobile clients in the wireless Access Point (AP) move between the 

wireless network access point and if the deployment does not cover the range of mobile clients, mobile clients 

will be out of the Wi-Fi services, which can cause the network connection interruption. 

 
        In recent years, Nokia, Ensemble Communication, Harries, Cross Span, OFDM and other 
global effort, driven by a number of telecommunications giant global microwave access  communication 

technology (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access, WiMAX). WiMAX is a new generation of 

broadband wireless network access technologies (Broadband Wireless Access System, BWA). This is the 

IEEE 802.16 [3] [7] series of broadband wireless standards, Using the wireless medium to reach the wired 

cable technology and digital subscriber loop (Digital Subscriber Line, DSL), access the same way, through 

those technology, the wireless network to enhance the transmission distance for the number ten km. In addition 

WiMAX and Wi-Fi can access within the same higher bandwidth load.  With the development of wireless 

network, people can use notebook, cell phone and PDA which has the support mobility, to make the mobile 

devices move freely from one network to another [19] [20]. In order to maintain the connection services, the 

mobile devices need to switch between different base station connections. When the mobile devices move 

from one network to another is known as a handoff (Handover). If the handover process occurs in the same 

nature means between the same networks, it is called horizontal handoff. Horizontal handoff between Access 

Points (AP) or base stations (BS) can communicate with each other to support the homogeneity of the mobile 

node handoff, such as in WiFi network environment, the mobile nodes (MN) move from Access Points to 

another as shown in Figure 3 and it is the same in WiMAX network environment, the MN move from BS to 

another. The handoff procedure is based on the IEEE working group in 2005 finalized the IEEE 802.16e [7] 

standards as shown in figure 4. 
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This standard is intended to support the mobile capabilities to mobile nodes, thereby allowing the 

mobile node move smoothly between networks in the 802.16 handover [9]. In contrast, if the 

handover occurs in heterogeneous network is known as Handoff between different networks is 

called vertical handoff, such as mobile node move from the Wi-Fi to WiMax or from WiMax to 

WiFi network as shown in figure 5. In the current co-existence of multiple network technology 

environments, the mobile node can own the network card device support in various network 

handoffs between access media. The authors in [15] [22] have proposed a new system 

architecture for VOD over heterogeneous network, which the mobile clients able to watch the 

video of their chose at anytime and anywhere. 
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Figure 5: Vertical Handover (Heterogeneous) from Wi-Fi to WiMax and WiMax to WiFi 

 

 
In both process, the handoff will happen when the mobile nodes move between two different cell 

or access point within the same wireless communication system (homogenous networks) where 

one type of network is called horizontal handoff, on the other hand, handoff between different 

types of networks is also possible where mobile node move from one wireless communication 

system to another different wireless system (heterogeneous network). A handoff in 

heterogeneous  environment is named vertical handoff. In Figure 6 shows the movements of the 

mobile nodes in both homogenous networks and heterogeneous networks. This scenario will help 

the mobile node roaming in a wireless networks, in order to make the mobile nodes move freely 

at anywhere and keep accessing the media. 

 

Figure 6: Scenario of mobile nodes moving through homogeneous and heterogeneous network 
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 1G TO 4G 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper provides an overview of the wireless communication technology for mobile node 

and mobile ad hoc network. Firstly, we begin this paper to introduce the main concept of the 

wireless transmission which classifies it into three types according to the coverage area, wireless 

local area network (WiFi), wider wireless Internet access infrastructures (Wimax) and 3rd 

eneration. Secondly,  we explained the comparison between wireless communications 

technologies such as the  omparison between (wifi and wiman) and (wimax and 3G). Finally, 

explained briefly about mobile communication through homogeneous and heterogeneous 

networks which the mobile devices or mobile ad hoc network can move freely between networks 

to another. 
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